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A TECHNIQUE FOR DYNAMIC RANGE
REDUCTION OF LANDSAT RATIO IMAGES

G. W. Wecksung
J. R. Breedlove, Jr.

University of California
LOS Alanms Scientific Laboratory

Los Alarnos, New Nexico 87545

Abstract

The LANDSAT ratio image, obtained by dividing
one NSS band by another on a point-by-point basis,
has become an established tool for geological appli-
cations over Lhe past several years. Display of such
images can be difficult since the dynamic range can
extend from zero to infinity. A scheme for dynamic
range reduction, based on a mathematical model of the
MultiSpectral image, is presented. It can be imple-
nwnted cm stand-alone digital image processing systems
as well as general’ purpose computers. This :echnique
also has potential application in machine classifica-
tion of geological data. Digital in,age processing
examples are presented in which Lhis new >cheme is
cmnpared with other conmlonly used techniques for dy-
namic range reduction.

Introduction and Summ~

The ratio image has been established as an in-
valuable t 01 in geological applications using LANDSAT
imagery. 1-9 Unfortunately, its dynamic range cdn ex-
tend in principle from zero to infinity which makes
satisfactory display difficult. The logarithm and the
cube root are common choices for a nonlinear contrast
stretch function to reduce the dynamic range. On the
basis of a simple model of the multispectral image,
we prepose the arctangent fur dynamic range compres-
sion. The choice of this function MJY also have ap-
plication in mdchine classification of multispectral
imagery,

The ratio Image is formed by dividing the imagery
associated with a given spectral band by thdt of anoth-
er on a point-by-point basis. This technique was first
introduced to digital inmge processing as a method for
detecting s]llallCO1 r differences in multispectral

~-s Ratl~ingof pairs of LA~lDSATimages of the moon.
PISS bands can produce spectacular enhancements of the
landscape OC1OW. These aid geological interpretation
by enabllng the geologist to locate homogeneous re-
gions in their topographical setting.

In addition to the usual practical digital image
processing problems which arise when working with
LANDSAT date, e.g., noise removal, correction for
radiometric striping, and geometric rectification, one
must also deal with dynamic range reduction and atmos-
pheric bias removal in order to obtain good ratio
images. Also, given the fGur 1’1SS‘.~nds of LANDSAT,
we can form twelve different r?+:os. Which of these
are significant? After presentation of a model of the
multlspectral digital image to rlarify some of these
problems, we justify use of arctangent compression for
ratio tmage display and as all aid to machine classi-
fication of LANDSAT acquired geological data,

Mathematical tnt~etatfon—— —- —.-—

Corresponding to each ground resolution element
or pixel, a multispectral data acquisition system sam-
ples the continuous spectrum of light i,ltensities re-
flected from that elemvflt in d n mber of spectral
bands, [Specifically, for the kt of these bdnds,

Sk m J5(A)P.k(A)d ,

0

(1)

where A is wavelength, S(A) is the captured lignt spec-
trum, Rk(A) is the system spectral response function

for t je kth band, and Sk is the kth spectral measurement.

In digital systems, Sk is generally quantized into a

range of integer values, e.g., O to 127; individual val-
ues are frequently called DN (digital number).

We ccnsider only systems which are linear or can
be made to be linear, so that Eq. (1) holds. Thus, an
N-band system acts as a linear operator ‘1 which a spec-
trum, continuous in wavelength, is mapped into a N-
dinmsional spectral measurement vector, as shown in
the block diagram in Fig. 1.

Bank of Spectral
Btmdpass Filters

~ RI(A)

s(l) — R2(A)
Input

Signal

~ RN(A) —

s,

52

Spectral
Measurement
Vector

L-1

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a linear f~-Dand
rnultlspectral data ~cquisition
sys tern.

If the sp.?ctral response functions are narrow and ncn-
overlapping the r:umbers S,,. ..,S,I will approximate

sample points on the curve of the continuous spectrum
s(A). Figure 2 shows a typical set of SP ctral resonse
curves for LANOSAT I, a four-band system. E

Sesldes the obvious interpretation of the data as
N separa’,.!Images corresponding to different spectral
bands, it Is useful .t? consider each sDectral measure-
ment vect~r as the coordinates of a point in an N-
dimensioral spectral space. In this way a qeomctric
fnterpre’.at on of the spcctr~l properties of the scene
may be cbta ncd, T+e captured continuous liqht spectrum
1s charactcl lzecl by its rel~tive shape and its amplitude.
The ~pectra from pixels corresponding to a homogeneous
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Fig. 2. Typical spectral response functions for
LANDSAT I, a four-band system.

region oil the ground will have a similar shape, but,
in geological applications especially, the amplitudes
will vary due to nonuniform topographical slope angles
and texture variation. We show now that system lin-
earity causes the spectral measurement vectors from a
given homogeneous region 011 the ground to plot along a
straight line in tb? N-dimensional spectral space.

Although the spectral measurement vector may not
be a fdithful representation of the spectral envelope,
its direction and magnitude car, always be related, re-
spectively, to the shape and amplitude of the input
spectrum for a linear system. For example, if F(A) and
S(A) are two spectra with the same spectral shape but
with different amplitudes, then we can write

F(A) ■ Cs(~) , (2)

where c Is a constant. When Eq. (2) is substituted
into Eq. (l), we get the result,

f=cs, (3).-

where ~ and s are the spectral measurement vectors of
F(.A) and S(A~, r~:pectively.

For a 3-hand system, we can plot the vectors ~
and & as points in Fig. 3. Any spectrum with a shape
proportional to S(A) kill have a measurement vector
which also lies on line L. If the constant c in
Eq. (2) Is greater than unity, ~ will lie farther from
the origin than s. This we can lnterprct as meaning
that ~ corresponds to a brighter pixel rm the multi-
spectral image than :, just a< we identify higher ON
In a particular band to correspond to brighter v~l(Jcs.
If we ignore brightness, the direction of the line L
defines a spectral signature corresponding to the input

spectral shape. The ratios of all pairs of spectral
bands specify this directicn, in fact they over-specify
it, since they are not independent. .

I , BAND 3

~8Ati0 I

SECTRAL SPACEFORA 3-5M SYSTfil

Fig. 3. Spectral space for a 3-band system. The
direction of the line L def!ne$ a spectral
signature corresponding to a class of con-
tinuous spectral shapes. The SIOPCS of
the lines L12, L23, L3,, which are urojcc-

tions of L into the three clones defined
by the coordinate axes, determine the di-
rection of L.
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There are many ways of specifying the direction
of a line in N-dimensional space, e.g., components of
a unit vector, generalized polar coordinates, but all
have N-1 degrees of freedom. A choice of N-1 indepen-
dent ratios of the N coordinates of an arbitrary point
on the signature line proves to be a very convenient
representation of the direction of the line.

To make this idea more concrete, consider the
spectral space corresponding to a 3-band system as
shown in Fig. 3. The lines L12, L23, and L3, are the

projections of the signature line L onto the three
planes defined by the coordinate axes. The direction
of each of these projected lines, in the plane of the
projection, can be specified by its slope. If we know
the direction of any two of these projected lines, say
L12 and L23, then we can specify the direction of L.

This is evident since L is the intersection of two
planes, one defined by the Band-3 axis and L,2 and the

other by the Band-1 axis and L23. Since

either of the projected lines L12 or L23

ratio of the two coordinates of a typica
line, we see that two independent ratios
specify the direction of the signature 1
spectral space.

Atmospheric Correction

the slope of

is just the

point on the
completely
ne in a 3-band

In the previous discussion we assumed that the
signature line went througl( the origin of the spectral
space. For real dat? such as LANDSAT, this is not the
case due to a scattering contribution from the atmos-
phere. The captured light spectrum S(A) can be modeled
as

s(k) ‘ B . G(A) + A(A) , (4)

where A(A) i! tbe atmospheric scattering contribution,
G(A) is a spe:tral shape indicative of some material
on the gr~und, and B is a brightness factor, or ampli-
tude independent of i..

We point out that the B “ G(l) term can be mod-
eled further in ways which consider factors such as
solar illumination, atmospheric translnission, bidirec-
tional reflectance, and tile surface photometric
function.2 Since many of these factors remain constant
or nearly ccnstant over a single LANDSAT frame, wc feel
justified in the use of the model of Eq. (4).

If we regard G(k) and A(k) as being fixed and let
Bbea parameter, substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (1)
results ir

(5)

where ~ and ~ denote the spectral measurement vectors
obtained by substituting G(A) and A(A) alone for S(l)
inEq. (l). Equation (5) is the parametric equation
of the spectral sign~ture line corresponding t.o the
spectral shape of G(\) with U as a paramctt!r. For
d * O, we have : = a, SC we may consider the data for

a LANDSAT frame to ~luster along a family of lines
which go through a conmlon point ~ in the spectral space
rather than through the orlqin. [f the atmospheric
bias vector g can be estimdtcd, it can be subtracted
from:. This is equivalent to shifting the urlqlrr of
the spectral space to the point d. Cle~rly, if this
correction is not made, points 011 a sign~ture line wI1l
not have a conrnlonset of ratios.

3

The bias vector ~ can be estimated, in principle,
by a supervised learning techniqlle. If two training
sets corresponding to different homogeneous regions in
the LANDSAT frame are selected, i{e can assume that spec-
tral data from a given set clusters along the signature
line corresponding to that set. After calculating the
sample mean vectors and covariance matrices of the
training sets, we can estimate the signature line of a
given set, since it goes through the mean vector in the
direction of the dominant eigenvector of the covariance
matrix.7 The intersectim of the two signature llfleS
then determines the bias vector ~. It is desirable to
pick a homogeneous training set to include the boundary
of a cloud shadow or the sunny and shady sides of a
ridge in urder to increase the spread of the spectral
data points along the signature lines.

Some very practical methods for determing the
atmospheric bias term are given by Chavez,s The DN for
the bias term of LANDSAT MSS Band 7 is known empiri-
cally to be very close to zero. Points from a single
homogeneous training set are selectea and plotted one
band at a time against Band 7, as sl,own in Fig. 4. A
regression line is then calculated and its intercept
of the Band i-axis determines the atmospheric bias for
Band i. A second method reported by Chavez estimates
the atmospheric bias terms from offsets in the histo-
grams of the individual bands. This method is much
cheaper to implement and is comparable in accurac:’ tO
the first method.

k
Band 7

. ..
7,

.
●

Band i

Fig. 4. Determination of the at;,lospheric
bias term for LANDSAT !3and i by
linear regression.

As we have mentioned, ratio images are diffi-
cult to display because of their wide dynamic range.
The customary so”lution tc this problem is to use a
contrast stretching (actu~lly cornpressiorl) function.
The commonly used ones are linear, cube root, and
logarithlrlic.

y= K1 X , (6)

1/3
y ■ K2X ,

Y= K310SIX+K4 .

(7)

(8)

Depending on the nature of the scene and the choices
of constants, these schemes mec~ with varying degrees
of success. We propose the arct?ngcn~ function,

y = K5 tan -’(x) , (9)

which, as we derrmnstrate below, has interesting pro-
perties. Fiq~re 5 is a plot of these four stretching
functions with tl]c constants chosen so that the value
of y was unity for X = 127, and the value of Lhc loga-
rithmic funct!on wa~ the average of the other functions



. . COMPARISON OF NON-LINEAR MAPPING SCI+EPES

Fig. 5. Comparison of Contract Stretch Functions for
Dynamic Range Reductions. All curves are
normalized to produce an output of unity
for an input of 127. Legend: A- arctangent,
C - cube root, L - Log~rithm, R- direct ratio.

at )(= 1/127. This range of input values is based on
the DN’s for LANDSAT data.

The arctangent trdnsformtion of a ratio image
is equivalent to an angle image. The two are equally
valid specifications of the direction of the spectral
signature line. Consider the projection L,; of a sig-

nature line on the plane spanned by a pair’~f spectral
bands as shown in Fig. 6.

T
L

d

and j ij

p (Si,sj)

i

0

Band i

Fig. 6. The motivation for the angle image.
The direction of the projection Lij

of the signature line is specified
equally well by the inclination
arigle 6 as by the slope, i.e., the
ratio sj/si.

The direction of line Lij

the inclination angle o a
the ratio sj/si of Band j

‘n ‘ij”
Most importantly

Thus, we have the desirab

is specified equally well by

by the slope which is just
to Band i for points lying

the range ofd is [O,n/2].

e dynamic range compression,

The angle image has a number of interesting pro-
perties. It contains the same information as the ratio
image, i.e., the direction of the projection of the
signature line onto the plane of the two bands. If the
two bands are interchanged, the new dngle is Just the
complement of the old. This is analogous to forming
the photograi]hic negative of the original imaqc, From
Fig. 5 in which relative output :alucs are plotted
against the logarithm of the ratio, we see ttat the
arctangent curve bears a striking resemblance to the
photographic D-log E. The ability of film, with these

4

transfer characteristics, to record a wide dynamic
range is well-known. Finally, the arctangent stretch-
ing procedure is robust. By th+s #@mean that it leads
to acceptable displays of all r~:io images from LANDSAT
data without prior knowledge of the image involved. A
custom choice of parameters for other stretching schemes
may produce better displays, but the arctangent does
not demand this sort of intervention.

From the properties above, the arctangent non-
linear stretch appears to be ideally suited to be im-
plemented on stand-alone digital image processing sys-
tems such as the 5E-1OO or the ESL IDIMS. The arctan-
gent could be formed either in terms of a function
generator or a table lookup prior to a linear stretch-
ing to match the dynamic range of the display.

Relation to Machine Classification

Ratioing generally has been regarded as an en-
hanceme t procedure rather than a classification pro-

~cedure, since classification is performed by the ge-
ologist whc visually interprets the ratio image. On
type Of IIMterial will appear the same or similar ir
ratio “mage regardless of the local topographical s.ope
angle. i In other words, spectral measurement vectors
corresponding to a homogeneous region witn rough topo-
graphy will vary mainly in brightness, and hence th(y
will cluster along the line which we have defined to
be the spectral signature of the region. Thus, the
problem of unsupervised learning reduces to thdt of
identifying clusters of points in the spectral space
which lie along lines which intersect at the origin.
Evidently, a Clusterir,g approach which assumes data
points of given class scatter about a central point
will not be very effective with this type of data.
There would always be the danger of association of dar-
ker points on distinct but neigbborinn lines and dis-
association of dark and bright points on the same line.
On tt,e other hand, in agricultural applications in
which a typical scene coilsists of fields of crops on a
relatively flat terrain, brightness variations should
be small and such a clustering approacil can be con-
sidered feasible. If we select a feature space spanned
by an independent set of ratios, all points on a sig-
nature line in the original spectra, space will auto-
matically be grouped into i, single class or point ifi
this ratio feature space. Such a space provides the
link to a classical clustering approach for geological
data.

We believe that use of the arctangent of the
ratio, instead of the ratio itself, in clustering Ijl-
gorithms operating on the ratio feature space can re-
solve some of the difficulties of machine classifica-
tion. Consider the signature line projection Lij in

Fig. 6. If the data vectors corresponding to this
signature are noisy so that they lie near the line and
not necessarily on it, the scatter of the correspond-
ing ratios will be either large or small depending on
whether the slope of the line L.. is high or low. On

lJ

the other hand, the scatter of the inclination angles
or arctangents of the ratios is indep~ndent of the
inclination angle of the signature line projection,

Comparison of Compression Schemes.—.-

In this section we compare the four compression
schemes given in Eqs. (6-9). Plots of the transforma-
tions were given in Fig. 5, In Fig, 5, we see that a
linear compression dots a very poor job of assigning
gray levels to ratios for ratl[)s less than unity, The
cube root is a definite improvement, but it still
assigns much of the data range to low gr%y levels, The
arctangent and logarithm are quite similar except that
greater contrast is assigned to ratios in the critical
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Fig. 7a. Ratio of MSS Dti,;ds 4 to 7.
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Fig. 7c. Ratio of MSS bands 4 to 7.
Logarithmic stretch.

LANDSAT range of 1/5 to 5 by the arctangent than by
the logarithm.

Ratio images of a portion of a LANDSAT frame
covering the Los Alamos, New Mexico area, using the
four techniques for dynamic range compression described
above are shown in Figs. 7a through 7d. We are limited
by space in this paper to displaying only the ratio of
NSS Bands 4 to 7.

The region shown in the photograph consists of a
chain of 3.3 km mountains running frum bottom to the
top at the extreme left of the picture. In the center
of the picture there is a plateau region cut by canyons
with depths between 150 and 300 m. The Rio Grande
River flows from upper right into a deeo gorge and
exits the frame at the bottom center, Four main vege-
tation regions are visible: dense fir and spruce for-
est on the mountain slopes, sparse pinon forest on the
plateau, cottonwood groves along the river, and thin-
ner pinon-juniper-grdssland in the rolling terrain to
the Edst (right) of the Rio Grande. Two small cities
tire visible in the center of the image, Los Alamcs to
the Fast of the mountains and White Rock to the West
of the Rio Grande gorge.

The four stretching schemes discussed above were
implemented as follows. The constants were chosen to
map the spectral ratio range [1/127, 127] into the
range LO., l.]. After applying these transforrrmtions,
the data was clipped at the nu!an t 2 standard devia-
tions. The clipped d~ta was then stretched to the
range of the display dcvicc. The clipping had no ef-
fect on small ratios (dark pixels in the display) since

i -

k“ ‘“
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L

Fig. 7b. Ratio of MSS bands
Cube root stretch.

4 to 7.

.

Fig. 7d. Ratio of MSS bands 4 to 7.
Arctangent stretch.

1/127 was within 2U of the mean, No other stretching
sct?er%eswere used, since the purpose of this demonstra-
tion is to show tl,e robustness of using the arctal!gent.
We acknowledge the fact that with scene-dependent param-
eters every stretching scheme wou;d perform better.
Onp can see t!lat the linear stretch does well in the
regions of high ratio values (near the Rio Grande),
that the cuoic and logarittlmic stretch do best at low
ratios. Th~ arctangent seems to be adequate for all
but the lowest ratios.
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